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Abstract

The current research is an empirical assessment of measuring the

effectiveness of the application of query optimizing log shipping architecture

in corporate India. Theoretically stating, the major aim of integrating such

database architecture at a workplace aims at reducing the technical debt and
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number of fixes required along with increasing the efficiency of maintenance

of transaction logs and data retrieval with avoidance of any kind of failure.

This research study has been conducted in order to verify the efficiency of

the working of these optimizers in the corporate world. Thus, the major

objective of this research is to measure the effectiveness of the stipulated

database architecture through various variables of service quality including

reliability, responsiveness, security, competence and durability. The study

further aims at examining the impact of these variables on the effectiveness

of the stipulated architecture. The sample included the technical staff

working in the corporate sector in the technical or IT department in several

companies located in Delhi-NCR based on convenience sampling. The data

were collected through a self-structured questionnaire that was floated to

online to the respondents comprising a total sample of 400 respondents.

The questionnaire was reliable as the Cronbach’s alpha was greater than

0.75. Its validity was also checked by some professionals in this field along

with some academicians working for the same. Multiple regression analysis

has been used to examine the impact of the given variables on the

effectiveness of the query optimizing log shipping architecture at the

workplace. The results provided insights regarding the level of effectiveness

of the database architecture in the organizations in order to gain efficiency.

This study has been quite relevant as it empirically tested the effectiveness of

the given query optimizing architecture along with identifying the factors


